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Abstract--The bump number b(P) of a partial order P is the minimum number of comparable, consecutive 
pairs of elements in a linear extension of P. We show the strong connection between the bump number 
problem and flow-shop scheduling problems: bumps in a permutation schedule "bump" the schedule by 
a fixed amount of time, and finding b(P) is equivalent to a 2-machine flow-shop roblem with precedence 
constraints. We also show that if jobs have equal processing times on each machine then there is an optimal 
permutation schedule for the flow-shop with precedence constraints. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A partially ordered set (poset) P = (X, <p) consists of a ground set X and the irreflexive and 
transitive binary relation <p whose elements (a, b)~ <p are written as a < pb. A linear extension 
of a poser P is a permutation  of its ground set consistent with the ordering relation <p. 
Throughout this paper we will use the notation n = (7~(1), n (2) , . . . ,  n(n)) for a linear extension 
of a poset on n elements, where ~z(j) is thej th element in the permutation (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n). Two 
consecutive lements 7~(j) and n(j + 1) of n are separated by a bump (resp. a jump) if 
rc(j)<prC(j + 1) [resp. n(j).Cpn(j + 1)]. The total number of bumps (resp. jumps) of n will be 
denoted by b(n) [resp. s(n)]. The bump number b(P) of P is the minimum number of bumps in 
some linear extension of P, i.e. 
b(P) = min{b(n)ln is a linear extension of P}. 
A linear extension of P with b(n) = b(P) is called bump-optimal. The jump number s(P) of P 
is defined analogously by 
s(P) = min{s(n)[n is linear extension of P}. 
The jump number has been introduced by Chein and Martin [1] and has received much attention. 
Its determination has been shown to be NP-hard by Pulleyblank [2]. This has led to intensive 
research to find polynomially solvable special cases and related problems. For a recent review see 
Bouchitte and Habib [3]. 
The closely related bump number has only recently been introduced by Fisburn and Gehrlein [4], 
but it has received considerable attention since. The first papers have identified polynomially 
solvable special classes, e.g. interval orders [4], series-parallel and decomposable posets [5] and 
bump-greedy posets [6]. Gehrlein and Fishburn [7] have presented an experimental study of several 
heuristic algorithms for general posets. The general problem was shown to be polynomially solvable 
by Habib et al. [8] and independently by Sch/iffer and Simons [9]. 
In a flow-shop a set of n jobs X has to be processed on m machines M~, M2,. •., Mm in the 
prescribed order M~, M2 . . . . .  M,~, reflecting technological constraints. A machine may process 
only one job at a time and a job must be processed by only one machine at a time and without 
preemption (interruption). Job j requires Pii processing time on machine Mt (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n and 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m). A schedule is a specification of the start times (completion times) of every job on 
every machine. There is also a set of precedence constraints, represented by a partial order 
P = (X, <p), requiring that job x must be completed by every machine before y can be processed 
on any machine, whenever x <py. We note, that this is a stronger equirement than another 
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frequently studied interpretation of precedence constraints in which x <py means that x must be 
completed before y can start on each machine (machine-based precedence constraints). Our 
interpretation of the precedence constraints i the more common one for scheduling problems [10]. 
We will use the widely accepted notation scheme [e.g. 11] for the flow-shop problem: 
n[m IF, precl Cma,, where the objective Cmax is the minimization of the completion time of the last 
job on the last machine. Relatively few results are known about this problem. We mention here 
Johnson's well-known algorithm for n I2[F] C . . . .  and the fact that even n[2l F, tree l Cmax is strongly 
NP-complete [11, 12]. This latter result indicates that the problem is extremely difficult even with 
very special precedence constraints. In the remainder of the paper we will concentrate on a special 
case of the problem in which the processing time of every job is equal on each machine, i.e. pj~ = p~ 
on M~ for j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, denoted by n I m I F, prec, pj~ = Pil Cm~x. We note, however, that many of 
our results would hold true for more general (e.g. regular) measures of performance and the pj~ = p~ 
restriction could also be relaxed somewhat. We do not go into the details of these, since we want 
to emphasize the strong connection between the bump number problem and him IF, prec, 
P/~ = P~J Cm~x, and these details would possibly divert attention from this. 
2. FLOW-SHOPS AND BUMP NUMBER 
A schedule is semi-active if there is no job which could start earlier on any machine without 
changing the processing sequence or violating the technological or precedence constraints [13]. 
A schedule is a permutation schedule if the jobs are processed in the same order on every machine. 
Our first result shows that it is sufficient o consider only semi-active permutation schedules for 
our problem. 
Theorem 1 
n Ira IF, prec, pj~ = Pgl Cmax always has an optimal semi-active permutation schedule. 
Proof Let S be an optimal schedule. Let s(k, i) denote the job which is the kth job 
processed by Mi according to S (k = 1,2 . . . .  ,n , i=  1,2 . . . . .  m). For simplicity define 
7t = (n(l), re(2) . . . . .  7t(n)) = (s(1, m), s(2, m) . . . . .  s(n, m)) and define the schedule S' by schedul- 
ing the jobs 7t(k) on Mi during the time when s(k, i) was processed on Mi by the schedule S. 
This is possible since n(k) and s(k, i) have the same processing times on Mi and S' satisfies 
the precedence constraints because S did. Since S and S' are the same on the last machine, 
they result in the same completion time for every job. Let S* be the semi-active permutation 
schedule which orders the jobs according to 7t. It is clear that S* is at least as good as S and 
thus optimal. [] 
Corollary 1 
For n JmlF, Pji = Pi] C,,,x any semi-active permutation schedule is optimal and for these schedules 
Cm,~ = ~ Pi+ (n -- l)p . . . .  where Pmax = maxpi. (I) 
i=1  i 
Proof When no precedence constraints need to be satisfied then any two semi-active permu- 
tation schedules differ only in the order in which they process completely identical jobs. 
In order to prove equation (I) we use the well-known critical path representation [14] of a 
semi-active permutation schedule rc = (re(l), n (2 ) , . . . ,  7r(n)). Define a directed acyclic graph (dag) 
D(Tr) with vertices (re(k), i) for each k = 1, 2 . . . . .  n and i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m and edges directed from 
each vertex (re(k), i) towards (rr(k + 1), i) and (zr(k), i + 1). Each vertex (rr(k), i) has weight p~ and 
the length of a directed path in D (Tt) is the sum of the weights of the vertices on it. (For an example 
with m = 4 and n = 5 see Fig. 1 .) It is well-known that if L denotes the length of the longest path 
in D (rr) then Cm,x (r0 = L. Furthermore, it is easy to see that in our case the longest path is obtained 
by starting from (n(1), 1) and moving along vertical edges to the level containing the nodes with 
p . . . .  then continuing horizontally all the way to the right on this level, and finally moving to 
(n(n), m) along vertical edges, Equation (1) then also follows easily. [] 
D(~) :  
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( . ( I ) , i )  . . . .  > (~(2) , I )  . . . .  > ( . (3 ) , i )  . . . .  > ( f (4 ) , l )  . . . .  > ( f (5 ) , l )  
l l l I I 
I I I I I 
( . (1 ) ,2 )  . . . .  > ( . (2 ) ,2 )  . . . .  > ( . (3 ) ,2 )  . . . .  > (g (4) ,2 )  . . . .  > ( . (5 ) ,2 )  
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
$ $ $ $ $ 
(~(1) ,3 )  . . . .  > (~(2) ,3 )  . . . .  > (~(3) ,3 )  . . . .  > ( . (4 ) ,3 )  . . . .  > ( . (5 ) ,3 )  
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
$ $ $ $ $ 
(x(1) ,4)  . . . .  > ( . (2 ) ,4 )  . . . .  > (g(3) ,4)  . . . .  > (~(4) ,4)  . . . .  > (g(5) ,4)  
Fig. 1. The dag DOt) for 5141FI C~.  
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How can we take into consideration the possible delays caused by precedence constraints on a 
semi-active permutation schedule? Consider again the dag DOt) introduced above. If job ~( j )  has 
to precede job it(k) this can be easily represented in DOt) by a cross edge from (~(j), m) to 
(re(k), 1), corresponding to the fact that the start of It(k) must be preceded by the completion of 
re(j). If the thus augmented ag(D'(~)) has a critical path longer then the original D(lt) then the 
precedence constraints have a delaying effect on the schedule ~. 
Figure 2 contains an example for 4 jobs and 2 machines, showing two alternative schedules. As 
it can be seen, schedule ~ is delayed by Pt = I time unit by the precedence constraints, while 
schedule ~2 is not affected. 
The difference between the two schedules i that the permutation ~1 = (l, 2, 4, 3) contains a bump 
edge (between 2 and 4) while ~2 = (2, l, 4, 3) does not, i.e. the edge ((2, 2), (4, 1)) in D'(~I) delays 
the starting time of (4.1) in ~ but it does not in ~2. 
Given D'(~), the completion time C(~z(k), i) of job ~(k) on machine Mi in the semi-active 
permutation schedule ~ is equal to the length of the maximum-weight directed path (critical path) 
from (Tz(1), l) to (Tr(k), i) and is defined by 
C(~(k), i) = max(C0z(k), i - 1), C(lt(k - 1), i)} +p,,  (2) 
where 
P: 
C0z(0), i) = 0 and C(~(k),0) = 0. 
3 4 
P l l  " P21 " P31  " P41 " P~ " 1 
i ~ P I2 " P22 " P32 " P42 " P2 " 2 
~I " (1 ,2 .4 ,3 )  
. . . . . .  J " "  ~ . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  >t ime 
1 5 i0 
D' (~ l ) :  
(I,I) . > (2,1) -------~(4,1) - - ~ ( 3 , 1 )  
~2 " (2 ,1 ,4 ,3 )  
~ - - - I  . . . .  >t tu  
1 5 9 
D' (~2) :  
> (2,2)''-~"--"-> (1,2) ~- - - - ->  (~.,2) (3,2)  
Fig. 2, A 4]2]F, prec, pj~=p~lCm~x e ample. 
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Thus, the time at which all jobs in n are completed is given by 
Cmax (7~) -~- C(n(n), m). 
Let us call an edge from (n(k),m) to (Tt(k +l) ,  1) in D'(n) a bump edge of rank ! 
[i.e. b(D'(n)) = b(rO is equal to the number of bump edges of rank 1 in D'(n)]. Then we can state 
in general our previous observation about delays in the following fundamental lemma. 
Lemma 1 
Consider a semi-active permutation schedule ~ for n lmlF, prec, Pji = Pil C.,ax and its dag D'(n). 
If the rank of the bump edge from (rr (k), m) to (re (k + l), 1) is >I m then this edge causes no delays 
in the schedule, i.e. the precedence onstraint n (k) <p n (k + l) has no effect on the completion time 
Cmax (~)  • 
Proof The constraint n(k) <pT~(k + l) means that 
or equivalently, 
C(~z(k + I), l) >i C(n(k), m) +Pt 
,n 
C(n(k + l), m) >1 C(n(k), m) + ~ pj. (3) 
j=l  
To prove the lemma we have to show that if l i> m then constraint (3) is automatically satisfied 
by n, without the precedence constraints. 
Case 1. If Pmax = P,,, 
C(n(k + l), m) >i C(Tt(k), m) + l .p,~ >t C(n(k), m) + ~ pj. 
j=l  
Case 2. If Pmax = Pi for some i < m. From the longest path representation f the completion 
times we have 
Since 
C(Tt(k +l),m)>~C(n(k +l),i)+ ~ pj. 
j= i+ l  
(4) 
C(~(1), m) = C(~(I), i) + ~ pj, 
j= i+ l  
there exists a smallest r with 0 ~< r ~< k - 1, for which 
C(~(k-r) ,m)=COz(k-r) , i )+ ~ pj. (5) 
j= i+ l  
Furthermore, 
C(Tt(k +l),i)+ ~ pj>~C(7~(k-r),i)+(r +l)p~+ ~ pj=C(~(k-r) ,m)+(r +l)p,, (6) 
j= i+|  j= i+ l  
where the inequality follows from equation (2) and the equality from equation (5). Since r was the 
smallest integer for which equation (5) holds, we also have 
C(r~(k ),m) = C(n(k -- r), m) + rpm. (7) 
Substituting equation (7) into inequality (6) and using p,~ < Pi and 1/> m, we get 
C(~(k +l),i)+ ~ pj>~C(Tt(k),m)+lp,>~C(~(k),m)+mpi>~C(n(k),m)+ ~pj. (8)
j= i+ l  j= l  
Combining inequalities (4) and (8) we get constraint (3). [--I 
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We note that introducing the integer r in the proof of the lemma is a convenient way to show 
that constraint (3) holds, however, it also follows that r = 0 must hold: from equations (5) and (7), 
C(n(k), m) = C(n(k - r), m) + rp~ = C(n(k - r), i) + ~ pj+ rpm. (9) 
j~ i+ l  
On the other hand, from the longest path representation we have 
C(n(k), m) >1 C(r~(k - r), i) + rp, + ~ pj. (lO) 
j= i+ l  
Combining formulas (9) and (10) yields rpm >1 rp~, which implies r = 0 if pro #p~ =Pm~x. In the 
next corollary we state this in a format, which also includes the p,, = Pmax case. 
Corollary 2 
C(n(k),m) = C(n(k), i) + ~ pj, 
j= i+ l  
for k = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, where i is an index for which p~ = Pmax holds. 
Lemma 2 
Consider a semi-active permutation schedule n for nlmlF, prec, pj~ =p~lC~ax and its dag D'(n). 
If there is a bump edge (of rank 1) from (n(k), m) to (n(k + 1), 1) then this will delay the 
schedule by 
a(1) = ~ pj-p~ax. 
j= l  
Proof. Assume that Pmax = P~ for some i ~< m: 
C(~(k + 1), 1)= max{C(n(k), 1)+p~, C(n(k ), m)+p, } 
= C(n(k), m) +p, = C(n(k), i) + ~ Pj+Pl, (11) 
j~ i+ l  
where the last equality is true by Corollary 2. For the same reason, 
C(n(k + 1), m) = C(n(k + 1), i) + ~ pj. (12) 
j= i+ 1 
By equation (2) and Corollary 2, 
C(n(k + l), i) = max C(~(k), i) +p~, C(rc(k), m) .= pj 
= C(n(k), i) + ~ pj. (13) 
j= l  
Since equation (12) is also true if there is no bump edge from (n(k), m) to (n(k + 1), 1), the delay 
A(I) caused by this edge is equal to the delay caused in C(n(k + 1), i). As can be easily seen, 
C(n(k + !), i) would have been C(n(k), i)+p~ without the delaying edge, thus comparing to 
equation (13) we get 
A(1) = ~ pj -p~. [] 
j= l  
It is interesting to note how appropriate the original terminology of Fishburn and Gehrlein [4] 
is in this context. Bump edges (of rank 1) delay (i.e. "bump") the schedule by a fixed amount 
of time, while jump edges (which could be considered as bump edges of rank 0) do not. Of 
course the combination of Lemmas 1 and 2 yields much stronger results, as the following 
demonstrates. 
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Theorem 2 
For n 121 F, prec, Pji = Pil (?max a semi-active permutation schedule n = (~ (1), it (2 ) , . . . ,  ~ (n)) is 
optimal iff n is bump-optimal for P and 
(?max (rt) = P l + P2 + (n - 1)max(pj, P2) + b (P). min(p~, P2 ). (14) 
Proof. By Lemma 1, no bump edge of rank > 1 in D'(n) has a delaying effect on the schedule. 
By Lemma 2, each bump edge delays the schedule by 
A(I) = ~ Pj--Pmax = min(pl ,P2). 
j=l  
So by Corollary 1, n is optimal iff b(r~) is as small as possible. The rest of equation (14) is just 
a restatement of equation (1). [] 
It is quite possible to determine A(I), the delay caused by a bump edge of rank l, as it was done 
for ! -- 1, however, the combined effect of bump edges with different rank and end points could 
be quite complicated. It can also be seen that the fundamental connection between bumps in the 
schedule and the precedence constraints having an effect on the optimal objective value remains 
true for any regular measure of performance. Another problem which is quite closely connected 
to the flow shop problem is the directed separation problem [15], in which we are looking for a 
linear extension of a poset which contains only bump edges of rank greater than a given constant r.
These issues will be studied in future research. 
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